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April 2, 1973
Mr. Burton B. Schardt
ERTS Program Manager
Code ER, NASA Headquarters
Washington, D.C. 20546
Subject: Progress Report (Type II)
(October 1, 1972 - March 31, 1973)
Contract NAS5 - 21820
a. Use of Earth Resources Technological Satellite (ERTS)
Date in a Natural Resource Inventory, (SR099).
b. GSFC - UN 620.
c. The principal investigator has served on Superior Court Jury
Duty for the. last three,, months of the reporting period. This
situation has' resulted'in less progress than previously
anticipated. Relief from further jury duty has been obtained
and the lost .tlme should be made up in the next two or three
months.
d. Initial ground truth data collections were made and the
preliminary data :analysis phase was completed. No significant
revisions to the data ,analysis plan were required. An aerial
photo mosaic base map 'of i¢the study area was completed (Scale
1: 30,000). All major geomorphic-soil-vegetation units within
the study area have been delineated.
The work plan for the next six months includes identification
of taxonomic units within each major geomorphic-soil-vegetation
unit and the selection of sampling sites within the taxonomic
units. Due to the relatively small size of the study area on
ERTS imagery and the uniformity of landscape features, most of
the imagery interpretation to date has been done on aerial
photography. Specifically all delineationSof geomorphic-soil-
vegetation units have been accomplished using various aircraft
data formats. During the next reporting period an attempt will
be made to use a video-densitometer on the ERTS data to determine
at what level of classification landscape units can be identified
which will correspond to units delineated by means of aircraft
imagery.
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Aircraft data support for this project has been adequate
and except for cloud cover problems the quality of the imagery
has been excellent.
e. Not applicable at this time.
f. Not applicable at this time.
g. Not applicable at this time.
h. None.
i. Attached.
j. None.
k. None.
Ernect B. Fish
Principal Investigator
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ERTS IMAGE DESCRIPTOR FORM
(See Instructions on Back)
DATE March 30. 1973
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR Ernest B. Fish
GSFC UN 620
NDPF USE ONLY
D
N
ID
ORGANIZATION University of Arizona
PRODUCT ID FREQUENTLY USED DESCRIPTORS-
(INCLUDE BAND AND PRODUCT) rass- Auvial DESCRIPTORS
Desert l an
1120 17281 M X X X (Cloudy)
*FOR DESCRIPTORS WHICH WILL OCCUR FREQUENTLY, WRITE THE DESCRIPTOR TERMS IN THESE
COLUMN HEADING SPACES NOW AND USE A CHECK (-/) MARK IN THE APPROPRIATE PRODUCT
ID LINES. (FOR OTHER DESCRIPTORS, WRITE THE TERM UNDER THE DESCRIPTORS COLUMN).
MAIL TO NDPF USER SERVICES
CODE 563
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NASA GSFC
GREENBELT, MD. 20771
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